Honeywell Sine Overview

Creating safer, more efficient spaces for visitors, contractors, and staff worldwide
Visitor and contractor management made easy

Honeywell Sine is a leading digital visitor and contractor management platform. Whether you’re managing visitors, contractors, or employees, Honeywell Sine streamlines your operations to make them safer, more efficient, and more secure.

We’re streamlining facility management and accelerating digital transformation for thousands of organizations worldwide.

With 65 million+ lifetime check-ins, Honeywell Sine has helped save 30,000 teams over 500 years in admin time.*

* Based on ~5 minutes of admin time for each visitor check-in.

Trusted by thousands of companies globally
Goodbye, paper. Hello, progress.

It’s time to ditch tedious outdated paper processes, unnecessary admin burden and overhead costs. With Honeywell Sine’s visitor management system, you can streamline arrivals by digitizing the check-in process, securely capture and upload important visitor information and automate tedious workflows – without the never-ending paper trail.

Put your best foot forward

First impressions count, especially when you run a business. With Honeywell Sine, you can create a seamless, savvy experience for welcoming employees, contractors, partners, customers, vendors or investors – before they even step onsite.

Send custom invites, building information, and any necessary entry forms directly to their inbox in advance of their arrival.

Easy come, easy go

Honeywell Sine enables easy check-in methods to get your people where they need to go, swiftly and securely.

- **Fast Track**
  When a visitor arrives, they scan their Fast Track QR code from their mobile invite to check in on the iPad.

- **Sine Pro mobile app**
  Our free mobile app uses cutting-edge geofencing technology to set up a virtual perimeter around your facility which enables repeat visitors and contractors to check in and out of your site seamlessly.

Learn more at [sine.co/core](http://sine.co/core)
Less risky business, more compliance confidence

Compliance is a top priority when managing visitors and contractors – and for good reason. With Honeywell Sine, you can easily track and report on everyone who is in your building(s) at all times – never stress over an audit again! Easily generate and share custom reports with colleagues to improve overall efficiency.

Onboarding made easy

Automate your entire induction process – from collecting and approving important documents to dispersing onboarding videos. You can even set expiration reminders, so you’re always on top of compliance.

Try Workflows for full compliance management of all your visitors and contractors.

Learn more at sine.co/workflows
Close the vendor compliance loop

While Sine Core and Workflows handle the compliance of each individual on site, Sine Companies helps manage your suppliers’ compliance documents in one place.

Ensuring that supplier insurances and licenses are current can decrease the potential for liability exposure in the event of unforeseen incidents.

Onboarding made easy

Sine Companies helps to:

- ensure individuals who check in are from approved vendors with current compliant company documents,
- automate the process of suppliers keeping documents up to date,
- and block entry of individuals from a non-compliant company.

Automatic reminders for expiring documents

Prevent downtime and help ensure continuity of service. Document expiry reminders are automatically sent to your vendors.

Zero cost to your vendors

Keep your vendors happy and forget about on-charged compliance verification services. Make an informed choice about the cost of your supplier compliance.

Learn more at sine.co/companies
A safe bet for workplace security

- Alert all visitors on company grounds with instant notifications in the case of an emergency or drill.
- Display NDAs, fire evacuation diagrams or health and safety processes that you need visitors to view and confirm to check-in or check-out across all devices.
- Instantly print visitor badges when check-in is complete to allow you to efficiently identify visitors and increase site security.

Hear from our users

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Great application! Easy to use, allows for tracking and facilitation of multiple vendors/contractors over a large site. We like the system so much we are working on a plan to integrate further.

Jack V., Director, Enterprise

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Staff have excellent product knowledge, are very helpful and efficient. Fees are very comparable.

Sherry W., Compliance Officer

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Great customizable app that is customized to our brand. Sine has helped us accomplish all our compliance goals.

Wesley S., VP, Machinery
Case Study

How Sine transformed tenant experience for Dexus

Leading real estate investment managers at Dexus worked with Honeywell Sine to implement an automated visitor management system at their iconic Gateway Plaza to enhance site security and speed up access control with as little disruption to the visitor experience as possible.

Our team seamlessly integrated Honeywell Sine’s VMS with Honeywell’s EBI solutions into their sophisticated entrance security measures — including IDEMIA’s Morphowave touchless fingerprint scanning technology.

Now, when arriving, visitors may swiftly check in via the SinePoint Pro app using one of the branded iPad kiosks in the lobby. Once approved, Honeywell Sine generates a unique access token via QR code. The host is notified that their visitor has arrived, and the guest is now able to enter the building by scanning their QR code at the Morphowave biometric readers to enter.

“With Sine, there’s no need for reception to spend time informing staff that their guest has arrived.”

Customer Technology Manager, Dexus
One platform – endless possibilities

From access control to external watchlists, Honeywell Sine helps connect your tools and automate your processes to eradicate manual data entry and minimize repetitive tasks. Use Honeywell Sine’s out-of-the-box webhook to get started or leverage our native integrations.

A whole host of features – available on all plans

- Simple check-in
  Allow guests to check in via the iPad or the Sine mobile apps at all your sites.

- Site geofencing
  Set up a virtual perimeter enabling guests to check in and out of your site swiftly.

- Instant notifications
  Be alerted when your visitor arrives and choose to accept or reject with messages.

- Prescreening
  Collect critical information by enforcing COVID-19 screening forms prior to check-in.

- Reporting and analytics
  Track people flows at multiple sites and run reports on the purpose of your guest’s visit.

- Preregistration
  Invite your guests to fast track their check-in on arrival for meetings, seminars and events.

- Compliance
  Have visitors confirm NDA’s, fire evacuation diagrams, and health and safety processes.

- Badge printing
  Print badges for visitors to show photo ID, visitor type and host, and pre-print for invited visitors.

- Feel supported
  Around-the-clock support – no matter where you are.
Get in touch

https://www.sine.co/